9:30-10:15am  Registration and Check-In
Coffee & tea available

10:15am – 10:35am  Opening Statement
Master of Ceremonies – Natasha White, Senior Small Business Advocate, Office of Small & Disadvantaged Business Utilization
Ron Pierce, Director, Office of Small & Disadvantaged Business Utilization

10:35am – 11:15 am  Welcome Remarks
Lisa Belk, Associate Director, Business Directorate

Video Recording - Kimberly Budil, Laboratory Director, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Video Recording - The Honorable Jennifer Granholm, U.S. Department of Energy

To Ignition and Beyond - Keynote Speaker
Denise Hinkel, LLNL
Team Lead, Predictive Capability for Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) Program
Associate Division Leader for ICF & High Energy Density Physics (HED) within Design Physics Division

11:15 am – 11:35 am  Woman-Owned Small Business Stakeholders Session

11:35 am – 1:00 pm  Networking Lunch

1:00 pm – 1:30 pm  Business Opportunity Session: Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) and Sandia National Laboratories (SNL)

1:30 pm – 1:45 pm  Business Opportunity Session: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)

1:45 pm – 2:00 pm  Break

2:00 pm – 2:30 pm  Business Opportunity Session: SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory (SLAC) and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)

2:30 pm – 2:40 pm  Closing Remarks
Jon Benjamin, Small Business Program Manager, LLNL
Cassandra Stuart, Manager, Strategy and Performance, ORNL

2:40 pm - 3:30 pm  Networking Opportunities

3:30pm  End of Event

*Agenda subject to change.